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SUBJ: LIR ARGARM SENIOR RANKING OFFICER ASSIGNMENTS ANNOUNCED (U)
WARNING: (U) THIS IS AN INFORMATION REPORT, NOT FINALLY EVALUATED INTELLIGENCE. REPORT CLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL NOFORN.

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

DOI: (U) 901103.
REQS: (U) (b)(3):10 USC 424
SOURCE: (U) OPEN SOURCE, LA PRENSA, CONSERVATIVE PROVINCIAL DAILY SPANISH LANGUAGE NEWSPAPER, 901103.
SUMMARY: (U) REPORT FORWARDS ARGARM SENIOR RANKING OFFICER ASSIGNMENTS FOR 1991.

TEXT: (U) OPEN SOURCE REPORTS THE FOLLOWING ARGENTINE ARMY SENIOR OFFICER ASSIGNMENTS FOR 1991 --
GENERAL DE BRIGADA VICE CHIEF OF STAFF
MARTIN ANTONIO ((BALZA)) ARGENTINE ARMY
- (CONTINUES IN POSITION)
GENERAL DE BRIGADA CARLOS VICE CHIEF OF THE
GUILLERMO ((CANESTRO)) JOINT STAFF
- (CONTINUES IN POSITION)
GENERAL DE BRIGADA DIRECTOR OF FINANCE
JOSE L. ((TORRES)) (CONTINUES IN POSITION)
GENERAL DE BRIGADA 	 DIRECTOR OF PERSONNEL
MARIO CANDIDO ((DIAZ)) (CONTINUES IN POSITION)
GENERAL DE BRIGADA 	 DIRECTOR OF LOGISTICS
HUGO SABINO ((FERNANDEZ))
GENERAL DE BRIGADA 	 DIRECTOR OF INSTRUCTION
GERARDO ((RIVAS)) (CONTINUES IN POSITION)
GENERAL DE BRIGADA 	 COMMANDER, II CORPS
DIEGO ((SORIA)) 	 (ROSARIO)
GENERAL DE BRIGADA COMANDER, III CORPS
ALBERTO ((MAFFEY)) 	 CORDOBA
- 	 (CONTINUES IN POSITION)
GENERAL DE BRIGADA 	 COMMANDER, IV CORPS
EDUARDO ((FIORDA)) 	 SANTA ROSA
- 	 (CONTINUES IN POSITION)
GENERAL DE BRIGADA 	 COMMANDER, V CORPS
HAUL GOMEZ ((SABAINI)) 	 BAHIA BLANCA
- 	 (CONTINUES IN POSITION)
GENERAL DE BRIGADA 	 COMMANDER, VIII REGIMENT,
CARLOS A. ((SETTEL)) 	 MOUNTAIN INFANTRY
- 	 BRIGADE, "ENDOZA"
CORONEL (P) ARTEMO ((BARREIRO)) CO"ANDER, IV BRIGADE
- 	 (CONTINUES IN POSITION)
CORONEL (P) HECTOR ((GASQUET)) 	 COMMANDER, X BRIGADE
- 	 (CONTINUES IN POSITION)
CORONEL (P) JORGE ((REARTE)) 	 COMMANDER, VI MOUNTAIN
- 	 INFANTRY REGIMENT,
- 	 NEUQUEN
CORONEL (P) HECTOR ((GIRALDA)) 	 COMMANDER, XI MECHANIZED INFANTRY
- 	 REGIMENT, RIO GALLEGOS
CORONEL (P) ANIBAL U. ((LAINO)) 	 DIRECTOR, INSTITUTIONAL
- 	 AFFAIRS
2. (U) THE V CORPS IN BAHIA BLANCA WILL BE THE ONLY
CORPS TO HAVE A DEPUTY COMMANDER. ALL OTHER UNITS WILL
HAVE JEFES DE ESTADO MAYOR (CHIEFS OF STAFF - 0-6'S).
AS SUCH, THE FOLLOWING INDIVIDUALS HAVE BEEN ASSIGNED TO
UNITS INDICATED --
CORONEL FLORENCIO ((OLMOS)) 	 II CORPS, ROSARIO
CORONEL NAREDO ((COT)) 	 III CORPS, CORDOBA
CORONEL VICTOR ((PERALTA)) 	 IV CORPS, SANTA ROSA

COMMENTS: 

1. (G) CITE IIR 

(b)(3):10 USC 424
CONCERNING OTHER ARGENTINE ARMY ASSIGNMENTS FOR 1991 AND IIR CONCERNING ARGARM GENERAL OFFICER PROMOTIONS.

2. (U) GENERAL DE BRIGADA ENRIQUE ((LAURENTI)), CHIEF OF STAFF, INTERAMERICAN DEFENSE BOARD AS WELL AS GENERAL DE BRIGADA JUAN CARLOS ((GRANDE)), ARGARM ATTACHE TO WASH D.C. TO REMAIN IN U.S. FOR SEVERAL MORE MONTHS. NO REPLACEMENTS HAVE BEEN ANNOUNCED FOR THESE TWO IMPORTANT POSITIONS.